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Key takeaways and learnings from COVID 19
TECHNOLOGY

1

 “Technology” taking precedence in people’s lives
 Traditional ways of doing businesses have been challenged
 Business models in certain industries have been disrupted forever and new sectors
are emerging
 Current theme revolves around Tech enabled and asset light

CUSTOMERS

2

 New breed of customers, “Robinhood”, have emerged and have taken center stage
 They have “Zero” loyalty towards any brand, and they expect a world class user
experience to use / operate the product at the cheapest price
 You can't see them as they prefer to transact through their mobile app
 Expect the product to be delivered at their doorstep

INVESTORS

3

 Investors are rewarding those companies which embrace and serve “Robinhood”
customers and grow exponentially
 Companies who transcend borders and geographies seamlessly to offer their services
 Decimate the competitors and command a large market share globally and regionally
 Generate positive cash flows and operate without any significant leverage
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COVID’s impact on the macro environment in Bahrain
Sector Contribution to GDP – 2019

YoY impact across sectors

Crude Pet. & Nat. Gas

7.7%

17.8%

Q2 20

Q3 20

Electricity & Water

13.6%

21.1%

34.9%

29.4%

2.2%

1.8%

3.2%

Manufacturing

Petroleum

3.4%

Construction

2.6%

0.3%

-2.1%

0.2%

Government

Government

-5.8%

-2.9%

-3.2%

-0.4%

Financial services

-0.3%

-1.6%

-3.6%

-1.0%

Real Estate

-2.4%

-0.4%

-7.9%

-6.6%

Manufacturing

1.6%

4.8%

-6.1%

-6.9%

Others

54.0%

-1.9%

-23.4%

-6.9%

Trade

1.1%

-0.1%

-9.0%

-10.1%

Real Estate & Business Activities

Social & Personal Services

2.9%

1.3%

-15.4%

-19.3%

Transport & Communication

Hotels & Restaurants

6.8%

36.0%

-61.3%

-36.6%

Transport & Communication

-5.7%

-6.3%

-47.4%

-41.4%

GDP

1.8%

-1.1%

-9.0%

-6.9%

Non-oil GDP

1.7%

-1.7%

-11.6%

-9.2%

Construction

5.4%
6.3%

Q1 20

Financial services

2.5%
4.4%

2019

BHD 12.9 bn

Others
16.1%

5.6%
7.3%
12.3%

14.4%

Social & Personal Services

High
Impact
Sectors

Trade
Hotel & Restaurants

Traditional sectors have taken a beating. As the government stimulus weans in the medium term, there is a high likelihood of further
stress across major sectors in the economy
Source: Ministry of Finance, Bahrain, KPMG Analysis
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What is
Restructuring?
2

What is restructuring
Restructuring needs to be holistic. Take a detailed review of financial, operational and strategic functions

FINANCIAL

OPERATIONAL

STRATEGIC

Easing financial
burden

Deleveraging the
balance sheet

Asset monetization

Improvement in
cash collection

Debt Deferment

Equity injection

Operational improvements

Restructuring
RESTRUCTURING
ROAD
Roadmap
MAP

1

DI AG NO S I S
What is wrong?

2

TURNARO UND
P LAN
How to fix it?

2

IMPLEMENT &
MONITOR
Timely execute

Cost reduction

Automated and less
dependent on people

Process improvement

Should I continue to fund a
loss-making business

Where do I deploy my
capital

Is my business model
disrupted

How do I grow profitably
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Financial Restructuring – Overview
KEY CHALLENGES
Independent
Assessment &
Realistic
Solutions
Loan deferment is not the panacea
for all problems

Legacy businesses hold emotional
value

Timely
Implementation
of the Plan

Onboarding
lenders

Taking tough
decisions

Managing creditor expectations

Walking the path is often the
toughest

Objective is to remain a GOING CONCERN entity and stay afloat

1
2
3

Loan deferment, lower interest, relaxation of covenants

Support from lenders or alternative capital providers

Monetize assets

Infusion of Equity by Promoters or external investors

Revise business strategy to support long term growth

Get rid of legacy businesses which suck capital and
yield negative returns
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Operational Restructuring – Overview
KEY CHALLENGES

Reliable Data
Poor Information systems can
impair decision making

Open
Communication
to stakeholders

Making tough
but necessary
improvements
Retrenchment and facility
shutdown can be difficult decisions

Enlisting support of employees,
suppliers, customers is key

Implementation
& Monitoring as
per Plan
Unforeseen contingencies can
derail plans

Every DOLLAR saved is a DOLLAR earned

1
2
3

Competitive procurement, Low-cost supplier options

Outsource the noncore functions

Staff realignment and Process improvements

Control discretionary spends
Keep an eye on your CAPEX

Optimizing inventory, debtor recovery, cash management

Leverage technology to bring efficiencies
Dashboard systems which provide real time data
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Case Study: Conglomerate with diversified businesses…
Revenues (USD million) and divisional contribution (%)

100
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

90
14.4%

75

18.7%

68

21.3%

60

25.0%

52

28.8%

14.4%
17.3%
13.9%
11.1%
10.0%
11.7%
12.2%

19.1%

21.7%

17.3%

9.3%
9.3%

Material decline in performance due to
operational and strategic challenges

2

Leading to decline in revenues of c. 48%
over five-year period

3

No common synergies exist between
divisions

Healthcare
Manufacturing

19.9%

9.3%

Education

1

Construction
25.0%

9.3%

DETRIORATION
BUSINESS
DETRIORATION
IN IN
BUSINESS

23.3%
8.8%

26.9%

7.4%

8.3%

7.4%

5.0%

7.4%

6.7%

12.5%

12.2%

9.3%

8.8%

5.0%
5.0%

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Real estate
Trading and automotive

3.8%
1.9%
5.8%
3.8%
3.8%

2018

Food and beverage
Retail business

SELECT DIVISIONS SUPPORTING CASH
FLOWS

1

Revenues of most divisions declined in the
range of 75%-90%

2

Revenue concentration across select divisions
- Education, Healthcare & Construction

3

Most divisions contributed negatively to
gross margins
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Case Study: … started witnessing huge losses…
Net profit margin by divisions

Group net profits (USD million)
6.0
3.2
1.6
(0.1)
(2.4)
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

(5.1)
2018

Divisions

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Retail business

4.0%

3.0%

1.6%

-2.0%

-5.0%

-14.0%

Food & beverage

4.0%

2.2%

-1.0%

-5.0%

-9.0%

-19.0%

Trading & auto.

3.0%

2.0%

2.0%

-5.0%

-7.0%

-14.0%

Real estate

8.0%

4.0%

-1.0%

-5.0%

-12.0%

-22.0%

Manufacturing

8.0%

4.0%

2.0%

-1.9%

-5.0%

-11.0%

Healthcare

7.0%

6.0%

6.0%

6.0%

4.0%

0.1%

Construction

6.0%

2.0%

-1.0%

-5.0%

-16.2%

-27.6%

Education

8.0%

5.0%

5.0%

5.0%

3.0%

0.0%

High fixed costs, coupled with increase in finance
costs resulted in decline in profitability

Non-performance by respective divisions
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Case Study: … leading to increase dependency on banks
Group leverage: Debt / Equity ratio

2.2

2.4

Summary financial position
Balance sheet summary (USD million)

2.7

Particulars
Land and building
Other fixed assets
Receivables
Other assets
Cash
Total assets
Total equity
Overdraft
Term loan
Other borrowings
Payables
Other liabilities
Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

1.7
1.0

2013

1.2

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Breach of covenants, accumulation of debt and
mounting losses leads to going concern issue

2013
81.1
9.0
24.7
19.7
3.0
137.5
50.4
15.1
30.2
5.0
18.2
18.6
87.1
137.5

2014
84.1
9.3
24.7
19.7
3.0
140.7
44.6
16.6
31.0
5.9
17.8
24.9
96.1
140.7

2015
87.1
9.7
22.6
17.6
2.1
139.0
42.2
22.9
40.1
8.6
16.5
8.7
96.8
139.0

2016
88.8
9.9
22.4
20.4
1.8
143.2
38.0
28.5
45.2
10.0
14.1
7.4
105.2
143.2

2017
89.4
9.9
22.2
20.2
1.7
143.5
35.7
30.8
44.5
10.3
11.9
10.3
107.8
143.5

2018
89.7
10.0
21.4
19.4
1.0
141.4
30.6
30.5
42.1
9.9
10.9
17.4
110.8
141.4

Losses being funded by banks and not shareholders
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Key mistakes to avoid?
Every 1.0 Dollar of sales generated requires USD 1.6x of debt, USD 1.9x of
fixed assets

Key learnings

Large built-up of non-core assets, lowers return on capital and distorts asset
allocation

Breach of bank covenants. Draw down short term facilities such as
Overdrafts to repay long term obligations

Profitable divisions fund the loss-making divisions. More debt is taken to
fund the working capital cycle

No action is initiated, leads to a debt trap and a going concern issue
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Traditional
business models
becoming
obsolete?
3

Traditional Business Model has become obsolete
The traditional business model has become redundant – there is a need for businesses to turn over a new leaf
Technology has changed consumer behavior (online purchase)

Global trends indicate shift to technology driven and asset light models
Unproductive assets in
unrelated business

TRADITIONAL BUSINESS MODEL
Traditionally being Family owned and Brick & Mortar
ABSENCE OF BUSINESS SYNERGIES

Piling up of Inventory

SLOW TO ADAPT
Struggle with market & technology change, rendering them uncompetitive
Large family-owned
business

Leading to

Diversified into unrelated businesses that do not talk to each other

POOR CAPITAL ALLOCATION

Long working capital
cycles

Cash flow issues

Good money thrown after bad to keep non-productive assets running
HIGH LEVERAGE & DEPENDENCE ON SHORT TERM FINANCE

Stressed balance sheet

Dependent on working capital or short-term finance with modest equity.
The current pandemic has challenged the conventional ways of doing business
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payments
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Transforming Traditional Businesses
Traditional businesses suffer from a host of problems – One-size fits all solution (Debt Restructuring) may not work

Business issues

Targeted Remedies

Non-profitable legacy
businesses

Business restructuring

Sub-optimal Capital
Allocation

Disposal of non-core
assets

Non-core assets
Cross holdings,
investments

Debt restructuring

Untangling
the mess

Cost optimization and
process improvement

Liquidity issues &
capital shortfall

Liquidity management

Governance issues

Seek external funding

Succession issues &
family disputes

Undertake strategic decisions for the
survival and longevity of the group
Take a strategic and holistic view to survive, revive and then grow
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Key Success Factors
for Restructuring:
The KPMG way

4

Recognizing a crisis & embracing need for restructuring
How should companies manage crisis?

How companies manage crisis?
Crisis is Hidden –Stakeholders
unaware!

Track early signs of stress and
crisis indicators

Stakeholders and Management in
denial

Acknowledge crisis and undertake
assessment

Stakeholders wake up – short
term solution

Embrace the need for a
restructuring

Organization on verge of collapse

Adopt holistic approach to sustain
long term growth
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Steps in Restructuring
INDEPENDENT BUSINESS
REVIEW

OPTIONS ASSESSMENT

03

TURNAROUND PLAN
DEVELOPMENT

LENDER NEGOTIATIONS

RESCHEDULING AND
MONITORING
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How to rescue the company
Operational

Strategic

Financial

Undertake a diagnostic
assessment

Present strategic options to
the shareholders

Ascertain the funding gap

Undertake a stress test on
cash flows

Identify core and non-core
operating assets

Assess capital deployment
across divisions

Identify critical issues faced
by the group and divisions

Close, divest nonperforming assets

Prepare a realistic repayment
plan based on the
serviceability of cash flows

Identify and evaluate the
cost optimization strategy

Assess avenues of
generating immediate
liquidity for the business

Prepare a turnaround plan for
the company to survive,
stabilize and then grow
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Cash flow – stress testing
Challenges
















Problems facing the business

Distress

Poor leadership
Loss of key customer
Owners not involved
Company behind budget
Poor pricing
Poor receivables
Business model
disruption
Scenario
Growth funded by debt
planning
Failed M&A transaction
Sell noncore
Failed integration
assets
Fraud
Inventory
Inventory built up
built- up
Loss of management
Reputational damage
Missed debt
Regulatory changes
payment
Cash
Competitor aggressive in
injection
the market
Triggers

Issues

Stress

New normal

Stabilize
New contract
awarded

Growth

Monetize
assets
Staff realignment

Value recovery

Turnaround
plan

Value realization

Cash is KING!!!
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Deleveraging Strategies
Equity infusion by promoters

1

Inducting a strategic / financial investor

2

Focus on core business

Bolster EQUITY

Focus on select business with high margins and which have
growth potential
Less is more!

Outsource non-productive activities
Move towards asset light model. Sale & leaseback of
cash generating assets

3

GO ASSET
LIGHT

Reduce dependence on land parcels / real estate
Admit a problem, seek professional help, find ways to survive, stabilize and then fly!!!
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Be honest and candid in your communication
LENDER NEGOTIATION

MONITORING

Appoint a financial advisor

Monitor the progress of the
turnaround plan

Be honest and candid with your
banks on your problems

Attain profitability margins in the top
quartile of the industry

Protect shareholders' interest

Quash rumors!

Present realistic turnaround plan

Watch your cash flows like a HAWK!

Deleverage the balance sheet
If health is wealth, liquidation is death. Everyone is a loser!
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Thank You
Engagement
Zone – Q&A

Regulatory updates

5

Bahrain Commercial Companies Law Amendments
His Majesty King Hamad issued (on 28 September 2020) decree no 28 of 2020 amending certain provisions of the Bahrain Commercial
Companies Law (BCCL) (law no 21 of 2001). The amendments are aimed at bringing the BCCL in line with international best practice. Some of
the amendments may require Companies in Bahrain to make changes to their current structure.
Single
Person
Company
(SPC)

Number of
shareholders
for a WLL

Boards

Remuneration



SPCs have been merged with limited liability companies.



All SPCs must amend their AOA/MOA to reflect the change to WLL.



A WLL can have one or more (no limit) shareholders.



Previously WLLs required a minimum of 2 and could only have a maximum of 50 shareholders.



Nominees for board membership need to disclose certain information (such as the person’s credentials, conflicts) to
shareholders prior to standing for election.



Audit committee members must also be members of the board.



The chairperson’s powers can only be delegated to another board member or executive management of the company.



The remuneration (including non-cash benefits) of executive management and directors must be disclosed in the
board report to the annual general meeting. Where the company is loss making ministerial approval may be required
for remuneration paid to board members.
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Bahrain Commercial Companies Law Amendments (cont.)
Preference shares
Companies may issue preference shares (for example, no voting rights but a preferred
right to dividends).
Statutory reserve
Subject to CBB rules, statutory reserves may be used to increase the capital of the company
to cover any losses which result in a decrease in the company’s share capital. If the reserves
exceed 50% of the issued share capital, the company may decide in prescribed
circumstances to distribute the excess to shareholders.
Strategic shareholders
Subject to certain conditions and approval from the MoICT and in certain cases, CBB approval, a
company can issues shares to strategic shareholders. This will need to be confirmed but this is
presumably in situations where certain activities are restricted to Bahraini or GCC held
companies and the Government wishes to encourage investment in certain sectors.
Mergers and acquisitions
Provisions have been introduced to facilitate mergers and acquisitions.
Employee shares plans
Companies are required to disclose full details of the terms and conditions of any employee
shares plans.
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Bahrain Commercial Companies Law Amendments (cont.)
Share capital increases
Joint stock companies may increase capital by:
• converting debt for equity
• converting bonds into shares
• accepting in-kind contributions
• issuing convertible bonds
• converting the reserve or distributable profits
Limited partnerships
Limited partnerships may adopt a trade name.

Not for profit companies
A new chapter has been introduced to regulate not for profit companies. Not for profit
companies may be set up as a WLL.
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Economic Substance Rules (ESR)
•

•

•

•

The NBR is the competent authority for ESR
compliance. However, reporting is to the MOICT and
CBB based on the activities undertaken.

Relevant activities

The MoICT released ministerial order 106 of 2018
and ES guidelines

3. Holding company activities

CBB released a directive (OG/499/2018) covering
CBB-regulated entities

5. Shipping activities

Entities carrying on a “relevant activity” are required
to comply with the ES rules

7. Banks (covered in CBB’s Directive)

1. Distribution and service centre activities
2. Headquarters activities

4. Leasing activities (other than those activities
undertaken by licensees of the CBB)
6. Intellectual property activities in Bahrain

8. Financing Companies (covered in CBB’s Directive)
9. Insurance (covered in CBB’s Directive)
10. Investment Business Firms(covered in CBB’s
Directive)

* The MoICT has issued a list of CR activity codes that fall within the
ambit of the Bahrain ES rules.

11. Fund Administrators(covered in CBB’s Directive)
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Introduction of UBO in Bahrain
•

The Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Tourism (MOICT) has issued Ministerial Order No. 83 (2020) in
July 2020 which sets out the conditions and rules governing the disclosure of the Ultimate Beneficial
Owner (UBO) in Bahrain.

•

The Ministerial Order requires all Commercial Registration (CR) holders in Bahrain to disclose the
information of the UBO for each corporate shareholders via the MOICT’s online portal (Sijilat).

•

The UBO is a natural person who ultimately owns or controls a CR, and/or the natural person on
whose behalf a transaction is being conducted. It also includes those persons who exercise effective
control over a legal person or arrangement and have control on any CR through means other than
ownership.
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What is Ultimate Beneficial Ownership (UBO)?
Definition of the UBO
• An Ultimate Beneficial Owner (UBO) is an individual that benefits from or is impacted positively from a company even though they
are not formally named as the owner of a business. It is a person within the parent company that owns or controls over 25% of the
company shares, has the right to exercise significant control over the company and/or has the right to remove the majority of the
board of directors. A UBO is formally defined as a person with significant control at the ‘top of a tree’ in a business.

 Any individual person who:
– ultimately owns or controls a business or legal entity* and/or
– on whose behalf a transaction or activity is being conducted.

%
%

%

 For corporate entities:
– any individual person who ultimately holds a shareholding, controlling
interest or ownership interest over 25% of the shares or voting rights.
In Bahrain, the percentage is 10%.
 If no UBO can be identified:
– the senior managing officials are in principle registered as the UBO.
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In a nutshell - Who could be a UBO?
To simplify based on the Ministerial Order criterion, any of the following could be UBOs

Shareholders
(owning 10% share/voting
or more)

Shareholders (owning
less than 10%) but have
controlling interest

Board of Directors

Executive Management
(e.g. CEO/CFO)

Trustees

Having delegated
authority (through
authorized signatories /
power of attorney holders)

Undisclosed
shareholders or
benefactors

Any other person who
exercises control over an
entity
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The Beneficial Ownership Register – Declaration Form
A declaration form must be completed for each UBO and
submitted to the MOICT. The main sections to complete are
as follows:
1
The details of the natural person being identified

2
The Commercial Registration details of the entity

3

The details of the person signing the declaration (if not the
same as the natural person being identified).
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